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Abstract The real-time biometric systems are used to authenticate persons for
wide range of security applications. In this paper, we propose implementation
of fingerprint-based biometric system using Optimized 5/3 DWT architecture and
Modified CORDIC-based Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The Optimized 2D-DWT
architecture is designed using Optimized 1D-DWT architectures, Memory Units and
novel Controller Unit which is used to scan rows and columns of an image. The
database fingerprint image is applied to the proposed Optimized 2D-DWT architec-
ture to obtain four sub-bands of LL, LH, HL and HH. The efficient architecture of
FFT is designed by usingModified CORDIC processor which generates twiddle factor
angles of range 0◦–360◦ using Pre-processingUnit andComparator Block. Further, the
LL sub-band coefficients are applied to the Modified CORDIC based FFT to generate
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final fingerprint features. The test fingerprint features are obtained by repeating the
same procedure and are used to match the database fingerprint image features using
Euclidean Distance. The performance parameters of proposed architecture in terms of
area utilization, speed and accuracy is compared with existing architecture to validate
the obtained results.

Keywords Biometric system · FFT architecture · Fingerprint identification ·Modified
CORDIC architecture · Optimized 2D-DWT architecture

1 Introduction

In today’s networked world, the authenticity of human beings becoming increasingly
important since, (i) to regulate economy of nation by avoiding black money trans-
actions, (ii) to eliminate credit, debit cards and currency notes to avoid fraudulent,
(iii) to maintain a database of human being, etc. The traditional method of identifying
persons is smart card, PIN, token, password, etc. These technologies can be lost or
stolen hence are not preferred for use. The recent technology changes the traditional
methods to biometrics for identifying a person. The biometric trails are attached to
human body and behavior of a person hence cannot be lost and stolen. The biomet-
ric are broadly classified into two categories [8] as (i) Physiological characteristics
which are part of human body such as iris, fingerprint, palm print, face, etc., and (ii)
Behavioral characteristics where the behavior of a person such as voice, keystroke,
etc., which are not constant throughout the lifetime of a person.

Fingerprint-based identification is one of the most important biometric technol-
ogy, which has drawn a substantial amount of attention recently, since the process of
acquiring fingerprint samples is simple and also believed to be unique among individ-
ual person. These essential attributes of fingerprint samples lead to the increased use
of automatic fingerprint-based identification [31,32,39] in both civilian and military
applications. The features of fingerprint image can be extracted by applying (i) spatial
domain technique: in which features of an image are accomplished directly on pixel
values and (ii) transform domain technique: in which suitable transform techniques
are applied on image to extract features.

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [18] has been extensively used for image
processing which mainly uses two sets of FIR filters i.e., low-pass filter and high-pass
filter where the output of each filter is a sub-band. The output of low-pass filter gen-
erates approximation coefficients and the output of high-pass filter generates detailed
coefficients. Most of the available DWT architectures are based on linear convolution
property of the wavelet filters. The existing DWT architectures are based on convo-
lution properties of wavelets [1]. However, the lifting-based wavelet decomposition
has several streamlined features like in-place computation, integer to integer wavelet
transform, symmetric forward and inverse transform.Many lifting-based architectures
have been suggested for efficient hardware implementation of 2D-DWT. Andra et al.
[3] proposed four processor-based 2D-DWT architectures. The block-based technique
is used to design this architecture which consumes large amounts of memory. Liao et
al. [25] proposed 2D-DWT dual-scan architecture where data samples are fed simulta-
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neously in parallel. This leads to inefficient hardware utilization and complex circuitry.
Barua et al. [5] proposed folded-based architecture for 2D-DWT by using hybrid level
at each stage. In this approach, the image was scanned in a raster format by using row
processor. The proposed raster scanning decreases the speed of entire structure.

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm [19,33] is a modification of discrete
Fourier transform (DFT)which reduces the computation time. Themain advantages of
using FFT are to reduce the number of computations needed forNpoints fromO(N2) to
O(Nlog2N). Some of commonly used FFT algorithms are radix-2, radix-4 etc., which
can be used as decimation in time (DIT) and decimation in frequency (DIF). The
different FFT architectures have been implemented to transform data vectors from
time domain to frequency domain and vice-versa. Lo and Lee [27] proposed local
butterflymodules using split-radix FFT algorithmwhere the efficiency of the algorithm
increases with the FFT size. Fan and Su [13] proposed FFT implementation using
grouped scheme which results in reduction of complex multiplication and increase in
computational speed.

COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer is abbreviated as CORDIC [40] which
works based on the iterative formulation for different operation modes and planer
coordinate systems. CORDIC has two operating modes such as rotation mode and
vectoring mode. The rotation mode is used to calculate sine and cosine functions for
a particular angle and the vectoring mode to compute phase and magnitude of a given
coordinate. CORDIC algorithm has many advantages due to its efficient and low-cost
implementation for a large class of applications where trigonometric functions are
used. Various CORDIC architectures have been proposed for trigonometric compu-
tations. The CORDIC algorithm has been implemented using branching method by
Drupat and Muller [12] for VLSI implementation which accomplishes parallel two
classic CORIC rotations to achieve constant normalization factor. A pre-computation
based rotation CORDIC algorithm has been proposed by Kuhlmann and Parhi [22]
in which the directions of all micro-rotations are pre-computed maintaining a con-
stant scale factor and also avoiding the examination of the sign of the angle after each
iteration. Meher et al. [30] have proposed application-based and multi-dimensional
CORDIC implemented for higher radix. The output of optimized FFT block provides
a set of additional robust feature which consists of phase information required for
accurate matching.

The reconfigurable hardware with embedded processor unit for recognition of fin-
gerprint proves to be efficient solution. Fons et al. [15] proposed FPGA-based personal
verification system using fingerprints in which an implementation and evaluation of
system architectures were performed using soft core processors.

Contribution: The contribution and novel aspects of the proposed techniques are
listed as follows: (i) the design of Optimized 1D-DWT architecture using delay ele-
ments, shifters and adders. (ii) The design of Optimized 2D-DWT architecture using
Optimized 1D-DWT architecture, memory unit and novel controller unit. (iii) The
design of Modified CORDIC to calculate the values for the range of angles 0◦–360◦
using novel preprocessing unit and comparator based on trigonometric functions for
FFT. (iv) The implementation of fingerprint recognition system using the Optimized
2D-DWT and Modified CORDIC based FFT architecture with matching unit.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed method

2 Proposed Architecture

The fingerprint recognition system based on Optimized 2D-DWT and Modified
CORDIC based FFT is as shown in the Fig. 1. The Optimized 2D-DWT architec-
ture with FFT and Modified CORDIC unit are used to obtain the features of database
image. Similarly, the test image features are obtained by same methodology and are
further used to compare with database features for proper authentication. There exists
a trade-off between cost and execution time on hardware [6,16]. The Optimized 2D-
DWT proposed uses only adders and shifters which are less complex and the FFT
with Modified CORDIC computes twiddle factor in real time without using look-up
table to store these features and consumes less memory which helps in reducing the
cost with small increase in overhead delay due to the working frequency restrictions
in FPGA highlighting the feasibility of the novel architecture presented in this work.

2.1 Database Image

The DB3 fingerprint database of FVC2004 is considered to test the performance of
biometric system. The DB3 database of FVC2004 [28] has 8 fingerprint samples per
person as shown in the Fig. 2. The total number of persons in the DB3 is 100 with 8
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Fig. 2 Eight sample images of a person of FVC 2004 (DB3) database

sample images per person. The original size of each fingerprint image is 300 × 480
and is resized to 256 × 256, which is suitable for hardware implementation.

2.2 Optimized Lift DWT Architecture

The Cohen, Daubechies and Feauveau (CDF-5/3) [18] wavelet filter is used to imple-
ment one-level 2D-DWT architecture. The CDF-5/3 filter uses 5 taps for low-pass
filter and 3 taps for high-pass filter using bi-orthogonal technique. The DWT sub-
bands of LL, LH, HL and HH are generated where the LL sub-band has significant
information and has low-frequency components, and LH, HL and HH sub-bands hav-
ing high-frequency components.

2.2.1 Optimized 1D-DWT

The one-level 2D-DWT is used to compress fingerprint image to reduce the memory
size and decrease computation time. The FIR filter equations [4] for CDF-5/3 lifting
scheme are given in Eqs. (1) and (2) for low-pass and high-pass filter, respectively.

HPF(2n + 1) = −1

2
{x(2n) + x(2n + 2)} + x(2n + 1) (1)

LPF(2n) = 1

4
{HPF(2n + 1) + HPF(2n + 3)} + x(2n) (2)

where x is the input signal value, LPF and HPF are the output transformed signal
values. The odd output samples are calculated from even input and even outputs are
calculated from updated odd output samples along with even input samples.

Equations (1) and (2) show the lifting step for 5/3 LeGall integer wavelet transform
[36]. The rational coefficients allow the transforms to be invertible with finite precision
analysis. The Eqs. (1) and (2) are simplified to derive low-pass and high-pass FIR filter
coefficients.

(i) Low-pass FIR filter using only shift and add operation.

The output of low-pass FIR filter (LPF(n)) is given in Eq. (3).

LPF(n) =
4∑

a=0

hLPF(n) ∗ x(n − a) (3)
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where hLPF is the impulse response of the low-pass FIR filter.
The impulse response of 5-taps low-pass FIR filter [4] is considered as

hLPF(n) =
[

− 1

8
,
1

4
,
3

4
,
1

4
,−1

8

]

hLPF(n) =
[
1

8
{−1, 2, 6, 2,−1}

]

hLPF(n) =
[
1

8
{−1, 2, (4 + 2), 2,−1}

]

hLPF(n) =
[

1

23
{−1, 21, (22 + 21), 21,−1}

]

By putting the impulse response values into Eq. (3), we can write the equation for
low-pass FIR filter by using only shift and add operations as

LPF(n) = (LS3)[−x(n) + (RS1)x(n − 1) + {(RS2) + (RS1)}x(n − 2)

+(RS1)x(n − 3) − x(n − 4)]
LPF(n) = (LS3)[(RS1)x(n − 1) + {(RS2) + (RS1)}x(n − 2) + (RS1)x(n − 3)

−{x(n) + x(n − 4)}] (4)

where (LSn) and (RSn) indicate left shift and right shift by position n, respectively.

(ii) High-pass FIR filter using only shift and add operation

The output of the high-pass FIR filter (HPF(n)) is given in Eq. (5)

HPF(n) =
3∑

a=0

hHPF(n) ∗ x(n − a) (5)

where hHPF(n) is the impulse response of the high-pass FIR filter.
The impulse response of 3-taps high-pass FIR filter [4] is considered as

hHPF(n) =
[
0,−1

4
,
1

2
,−1

4

]

hHPF(n) =
[
1

4
{0,−1, 2,−1}

]

hHPF(n) =
[

1

22
{0,−1, 21,−1}

]

By putting the impulse response into Eq. (5), we can write the equation for high-pass
FIR filter by using only shift and add operations as

HPF(n) = (LS2)[−x(n − 1) + (RS1)x(n − 2) − x(n − 3)]
HPF(n) = (LS2)[(RS1)x(n − 2) − {x(n − 1) + x(n − 3)}] (6)
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Fig. 3 Optimized 1D-DWT architecture

where (LSn) and (RSn) indicates left shift and right shift by position n, respectively.
Equations (4) and (6) are used to implement Optimized 1D-DWT architecture

as shown in Fig. 3. The architecture of Optimized 1D-DWT is designed using six
shifters, six adders and six delay elements. The four shifters and four adders are used
to implement low-pass filter. The high-pass filter is implemented using two shifters and
two adders. The Buffer blocks are used to convert negative values of filter coefficients
into zeros and allow positive coefficients values without any modifications. The last
D_FF is used as down sampler to generate low-pass and high-pass output coefficients.
The original fingerprint size of 256 × 256 is converted into low-pass and high-pass
filter coefficients of size 32768 × 1 each after applying Optimized 1D-DWT.

2.3 Optimized 2D-DWT Architecture

TheOptimized 1D-DWT architecture is extended to deriveOptimized 2D-DWT archi-
tecture by using Memory Units and Controller Units as shown in Fig. 4. The LPF and
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Fig. 4 Optimized 2D-DWT architecture

HPF coefficients from Optimized 1D-DWT Block-1 are stored in the two memory
unit blocks of Optimized 2D-DWT architecture in parallel. Further, the stored coef-
ficients of L band and H band in Memory Unit-1 and Memory Unit-2, respectively,
are processed simultaneously to obtain sub-bands of LL, LH, HL and HH bands using
both Optimized 1D-DWT blocks through MUX and DEMUX. The Optimized 1D-
DWT Block-1 is used for obtaining HL and HH sub-bands, and Optimized 1D-DWT
Block-2 is used to generate LL and LH sub-bands. The Controller Unit is used to syn-
chronize the operation of all blocks. The parallel processing of Optimized 2D-DWT
leads to high-speed compare to existing techniques. The proposed DWT architecture
is optimized for the reasons (i) the low-pass and high-pass FIR filters are designed by
only shift and add operations. (ii) The architecture does not use any multiplier which
increases speed and reduce hardware complexity [41]. (iii) The four sub-bands are
generated simultaneously.

2.3.1 Parallel Processing Memory Unit

The low-pass and high-pass coefficients of Optimized 1D-DWT are stored in two
blocks of memory unit as shown in Fig. 5 which is used to obtain transposition of
input image. The LPF signal output and HPF signal output of Optimized 1D-DWT
blocks are connected to parallel processingMemoryUnit through the signalsData_in1
andData_in2, respectively. The clock signals clk and clk_div are used to read andwrite
the coefficients from both memory units simultaneously. The clk_out of Optimized
1D-DWT block is used as input to clk_div signal for memory unit. The control signals
like rd_addr, wr_addr, rd_wr, clk and clk_div are selected by MUX. The memory
unit is used to convert Optimized 1D-DWT into Optimized 2D-DWT with the help of
Controller Unit. The LPF and HPF coefficients are passed parallely by using clk and
clk_div in memory-1 and memory-2 which increases the speed compared to existing
[4,23,24,42] method in which coefficients are processed serially.
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Fig. 5 Memory unit

2.3.2 Proposed Controller Unit

The Controller Unit is used to read coefficients of rows and columns of matrix. The
controller unit consists of three counters which are used for generating read and write
addresses shown in the Fig. 6 to obtain filter coefficients. TheCounter-1 performswrite
operation by resetting rd_wr control signal to zero. The Counter-2 and Counter-3 are
used to read the filter coefficients from the memory by setting rd_wr control signal to
one. The Counter-2 is incremented for every 256 counts of Counter-3 to read column
matrix of coefficients. The Counter-2 count will continue till it reaches 128 counts to
obtain all the image coefficients.

2.4 Modified CORDIC-Based FFT

TheLLcoefficients obtained byOptimized 2D-DWTare applied toModifiedCORDIC
based FFT to generate FFT coefficients which is considered as the features of finger-
print. The Modified CORDIC based N-point FFT architecture consists of 8-point
Decimation in Input (DII-FFT) block and Modified CORDIC block to generate twid-
dle factor as shown in the Fig. 7.

2.4.1 N-Point DII-FFT

The radix-2 FFT algorithm is performed to generate N-point DII-FFT. The twiddle
factors are generated through Modified CORDIC processor using N point samples as
input. The Sinθ and Cosθ values of twiddle factors for variable angles are multiplied
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Fig. 6 Controller unit

Fig. 7 FFT architecture

with an input to obtain N point FFT samples. The equation for FFT [19,33] is given
in Eq. (7) as

X (k) =
N−1∑

n=0

x(n)Wnk
N =

N−1∑

n=0

x(n)e− j2πnk
N (7)
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where e− j2πnk
N = Wnk

N is twiddle factor. x(n) is the output of DWT block (LL Band).
k = 0 to (N − 1).

Let us consider θ = − j2πnk
N then Eq. (7) becomes

X (k) =
N−1∑

n=0

x(n)e− jθ (8)

By using Euler’s theorem [37], we can decompose the exponential term as

e− jθ = sin θ − j cos θ (9)

These Sinθ and Cosθ are generated by Modified CORDIC algorithm. Now, FFT
Eq. (7) is modified in Eq. (10).

X (k) =
N−1∑

n=0

x(n)(sin θ − j cos θ)

X (k) =
N−1∑

n=0

x(n)sin θ − j
N−1∑

n=0

x(n)cos θ (10)

The FFT module implementation is done using Eq. (10) where Sinθ and Cosθ are
generated for predefined angles of N point FFT. The proposed FFT uses Modified
CORDIC to generate twiddle factors for predefined angles and observed that it avoids
ROM-based storage and look-up table method of storage. This results in high-speed
operation of FFT block with less hardware and also the output provides a set of
additional robust features which consists rapid change of phase information required
for accurate matching.

2.4.2 Modified CORDIC Unit

The existing CORDIC [12,22,30,40] block is modified to compute angles from 0◦ to
360◦ by using preprocessing unit and comparator block resulting inModifiedCORDIC
unit as shown in theFig. 8. The input angles are fed to thePre-processingUnit to convert
angles greater than 90◦ to the angle between 0◦ and 90◦ using basic trigonometric
formulas [7]. But this will introduce large amount of errors in calculating sine and
cosine values for angles that lie very close (±5◦) to the starting and ending of any
coordinates, respectively. To overcome this problem, we modify the architecture by
using preprocessing unit with comparator block whose internal logic are given in
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. The output of the Comparator is fed to parallel
CORDIC unit to obtain the values of sine and cosine for angle 0◦–360◦. The working
of Modified CORDIC with examples for all quadrants are shown in Tables 1, 2, 3
and 4.

Quadrant I: In the first quadrant, the angle varies from 0◦ to 90◦. In this quadrant, the
modified angle θ or Z is equal to the angle θ ′′. The X and Y are calculated using Sine
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Fig. 8 Modified CORDIC

Algorithm 1 Preprocessing Unit
θ ′′, X, Y ← input of the Preprocessing Uni
θ,Cosθ, Sinθ, sign_c, sign_s ← output of the Preprocessing Uni
if (90◦ ≤ θ ′′ ≤ 0◦) then

θ ← θ ′′.
Cosθ ← X .
Sinθ ← Y .
sign_c ← +ve.
sign_s ← +ve.

if (180◦ ≤ θ ′′ < 90◦) then
θ ← (180 − θ ′′).
Cosθ ← X .
Sinθ ← Y .
sign_c ← −ve.
sign_s ← +ve.

if (270◦ ≤ θ ′′ < 180◦) then
θ ← (270 − θ ′′).
Cosθ ← Y .
Sinθ ← X .
sign_c ← −ve.
sign_s ← −ve.

if (360◦ ≤ θ ′′ < 270◦) then
θ ← (270 − θ ′′).
Cosθ ← X .
Sinθ ← Y .
sign_c ← +ve.
sign_s ← −ve.
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Algorithm 2 Comparator
θ ← input of the Comparator
Z ← output of the Comparator
if (5◦ ≤ θ ≤ 0◦) then

Z ← 5◦.
if (90◦ ≤ θ ≤ 85◦) then

Z ← 85◦.
if (85◦ < θ < 5◦) then

Z ← θ◦.

and Cosine terms of Z with positive for both sign_c and sign_s. The calculation is
shown in Table 1. Example: θ ′′ = 45◦, θ = 45◦, Z = 45◦

Quadrant II: In the second quadrant, the angle varies from 90◦ to 180◦. The angle θ ′′
values have to be subtracted from the 180◦ to obtain modified angle θ . The Z value is
obtained from this θ value. The X and Y are calculated using Sine and Cosine terms
of Z with sign_c negative and sign_s positive, respectively. The calculation is shown
in Table 2. Example: θ ′′ = 120◦, θ = (180−120)◦ = 60◦, Z = 60◦

Quadrant III: In the third quadrant, the angle varies from 180◦ to 270◦. The angle θ ′′
values has to be subtracted from the 270◦ to obtain modified angle θ . The Z value is
obtained from this θ value. The X and Y are calculated using sine and cosine term of
Z with sign_s term negative and sign_c term negative, respectively. The calculation
is shown in Table 3. Example: θ ′′ = 230◦, θ = (270−230)◦ = 40◦, Z = 40◦

Quadrant IV: In the third quadrant, the angle varies from 270◦ to 360◦. The angle θ ′′
values has to be subtracted from the 360◦ to obtain modified angle θ . The Z value is
obtained from this θ value. The X and Y are calculated using sine and cosine term of
Z with sign_s term negative and sign_c term negative, respectively. The calculation
is shown in Table 4. Example: θ ′′ = 290◦, θ = (360−290)◦ = 70◦, Z = 70◦

The internal structure of Pre-processing Unit and parallel CORDIC architecture
used inModifiedCORDIC unit is shown in Fig. 9a, b, respectively. The Pre-processing

Table 1 Calculating Sinθ and Cosθ values at first quadrant by Modified CORDIC method

Actual value Proposed Modified CORDIC value

X cos(45) = +0.707 cos(45) = +0.707 sign_c = +ve cos(45) = +0.707

Y sin(45) = +0.707 sin(45) = +0.707 sign_s = +ve sin(45) = +0.707

Table 2 Calculating Sinθ and Cosθ values at second quadrant by Modified CORDIC method

Actual value Proposed Modified CORDIC value

X cos(120) = −0.5 cos(60) = +0.5 sign_c = −ve cos(120) = −0.5

Y sin(120) = +0.866 sin(60) = +0.866 sign_s = +ve sin(120) = +0.866
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Table 3 Calculating Sinθ and Cosθ values at third quadrant by Modified CORDIC method

Actual value Proposed Modified CORDIC value

X cos(230) = −0.6427 cos(40) = +0.6427 sign_c = −ve cos(230) = −0.6427

Y sin(230) = −0.766 sin(40) = +0.766 sign_s = −ve sin(230) = −0.766

Table 4 Calculating Sinθ and Cosθ values at third quadrant by Modified CORDIC method

Actual value Proposed Modified CORDIC value

X cos(290) = +0.342 cos(70) = +0.342 sign_c = −ve cos(290) = −0.342

Y sin(290) = −0.939 sin(70) = +0.939 sign_s = −ve sin(290) = −0.939

Unit requires one comparator for each quadrant of angle calculation. The adders are
used for sign adjustments.

The basic CORDIC equations [12,22,30,40] are given in Eq. (11)

xi+1 = xi ± yidi2
−i

yi+1 = yi ± xidi2
−i

zi+1 = zi − di tan
−1(2−i )

(11)

where, di =
{−1 if zi+1 is negative;

+1 otherwise; . k ∼ 1.6467605 is called scaling factor.

Equation (11) is modified to Eq. (12) by eliminating 2−i terms which reduces the
hardware requirements.

xi+1 = xi ± yidi (RSi )

yi+1 = yi ± xidi (RSi )

zi+1 = zi − di tan
−1(RSi )

(12)

2.5 Matching

The cosine and sine components of FFT are compared using Euclidean Distance (ED)
between database image and test image. The Euclidean Distance [37] between two
images are calculated using Eq. (13)

ED =
√

{Dc(i) − Tc(i)}2 + {Ds(i) − Ts(i)}2 (13)

where Dc(i) = cosine component of database images; Tc(i) = cosine component of
test images; Ds(i) = sine component of database images; Ts(i) = sine component of
test images.
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Fig. 9 Internal structure of Modified CORDIC unit. a Internal structure of preprocessing unit b parallel
CORDIC architecture
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3 MATLAB Simulation

In this section, the definition of performance parameters and performance analysis are
discussed.

3.1 Performance Parameters

(i) False rejection rate (FRR) is the measure of the number of authorized persons
rejected. It is computed using an Eq. (14).

%FRR = Number of authorized persons rejected

Total number of persons in database
× 100 (14)

(ii) False acceptance rate (FAR) is the measure of the number of authorized persons
rejected. It is computed using an Eq. (15).

%FAR = Number of unauthorize persons accepted

Total number of persons outside the database
× 100 (15)

(iii) Total success rate (TSR) is the measure of the number of authorized persons
rejected. It is computed using an Eq. (16).

%TSR = Number of authorized persons correctly matched

Total number of persons in the database
× 100 (16)

(iv) Equal error rate (EER) is the point of intersection of FRR and FAR values at
particular threshold value. The EER is the trade-off between FRR and FAR. The value
of EER must be low for better performance of an algorithm.

EER = FAR = FRR (17)

3.2 Performance Analysis

The performance parameters are computed by running computer simulation using
MATLAB R2012a (7.14.0.739) version. The values of FRR, FAR and TSR are com-
puted by comparing test image features with the features of image in database using
Euclidean Distance (ED) for varying threshold shown in Table 5 and corresponding
graph is shown in Fig. 10.

It is observed that as threshold values increase FRR decreases whereas FAR and
TSR values increase. The variation of FRR and FAR with threshold is shown in the
Fig. 10. The value of EER is the intersection of FRR and FAR curves and is observed
as 0.14 at threshold value 0.467.
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Table 5 Calculating Sinθ and
Cosθ values at third quadrant by
Modified CORDIC method

Threshold %TSR % FAR % FRR

0 0 0 1

0.1 0 0 1

0.2 6.667 0 0.933

0.3 46.667 0 0.533

0.4 73.333 0 0.233

0.5 86.667 0.2 0.1

0.6 93.33 0.8 0.033

0.7 96.667 1 0

0.8 96.667 1 0

0.9 96.667 1 0

1.0 96.667 1 0

Fig. 10 Plots of FAR and FRR against threshold

3.3 Performance Comparison of Proposed Technique with Existing Techniques

The percentage values of TSR and EER of proposedmethod is compared with existing
methods presented by Chaven et al. [9], George et al. [17], Jadhav and Ajmera [21]
and Roja and Sawarkar [35]. It is observed that the value of TSR is high in the case of
proposed method compared to existing methods (Table 6).
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Table 6 Comparison of percentage TSR values of proposed method with existing methods

References Techniques %TSR

Chaven et al. [9] Gabor filter banks 89.68

George et al. [17] DTCWT 85

Jadhav and Ajmera [21] DWT and PCA 96.3

Roja and Sawarkar [35] OR logic (DCT) 95

Proposed Optimized 5/3 DWT and Modified CORDIC based FFT 96.667

Table 7 Comparison of ED
between software and proposed
Optimized 2D-DWT LL band
and resized original fingerprint
image

Original
database
image

Resized origi-
nal image and
LL band of
software

Resized origi-
nal image and
LL band of
hardware

1_1 1.4591e+04 1.4172e+04

2_1 1.4591e+04 1.4335e+04

3_1 1.4764e+04 1.4598e+04

4_1 1.4526e+04 1.4504e+04

5_1 1.4784e+04 1.4146e+04

6_1 1.5413e+04 1.5137e+04

7_1 1.6700e+04 1.6625e+04

8_1 1.4314e+04 1.4030e+04

9_1 1.4419e+04 1.4129e+04

10_1 1.4520e+04 1.4216e+04

4 Comparison of Hardware and Actual Results

4.1 Optimized 2D-DWT

The four sub-bands such as LL, LH, HL and HH are generated using software and
proposed Optimized 2D-DWT (hardware) architecture. Since most of the valuable
information is present in the LL bands, we consider LL bands of both actual and
hardware Optimized 2D-DWT architectures for comparison purpose. The Euclidean
Distance (ED) between the resized original images and LL band using software and
proposed hardware for different images is shown in Table 7 by using Eq. (13). It is
observed that the values of ED for hardware are less compared to the values of EDwith
software. This is because in actual Optimized 2D-DWT LL coefficients of CDF-5/3
produce some negative output which will be added instead of subtraction at the time
of taking ED, whereas in proposed Optimized 2D-DWT the negative LL coefficients
of CDF-5/3 are considered as zero which results in reducing the value of ED.
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4.2 Modified CORDIC Unit

The values of Sinθ and Cosθ for range of values of θ are calculated using CORDIC
[7] method, Taylor series [20] method and Modified CORDIC method as shown in
Table 8. The error introduced by proposed Modified CORDIC algorithm is calculated
using the formula given in Eq. (18). From the table, we can observe that the error
introduced by proposed method is very less, since we use Pre-processing block before
applying to CORDIC processor; hence, Modified CORDIC method is efficient.

%|Error| = |Actual Value − Obtained Value|
Actual Value

× 100 (18)

5 FPGA Implementation

The proposed architecture is implemented on FPGA device using Virtex-5
(XC5VLX110T) [45] with a speed grade of −3. Also external SRAM memory [44]
is used to store database and test images. This is because the on-chip memory present
in the FPGA device is very small to store the database and test image.

5.1 Synthesis Report

TheVirtex-5 FPGAdevice (XC5LX110T-3FF1136) is used to implement the proposed
architecture with speed grade of −3. The Table 9 shows the hardware requirements
with respect to performance for the FPGA implementation.

The proposed Optimized 2D-DWT block consists of 301 slice registers, 9424 slice
LUTs and 229 flip-flop pairs with maximum operating frequency of 258.358 MHz.
The Modified CORDIC block consists of 32 slice registers, 380 slice LUTs and 16
flip-flop pairs. The maximum operating frequency of this block is 1084.952MHz. The
total fingerprint recognition block consists of 34804 slice registers, 41249 slice LUTs,
18428 flip-flop pairs and 40DSPs. It is observed that maximum operating frequency of
entire system is 56.686 MHz which is less than individual block. Since the proposed
system uses more DSP blocks for synchronization, implementing FFT architecture
and Matching Unit.

5.2 Comparison for FPGA Implementation with Existing Techniques

5.2.1 Optimized 2D-DWT

The comparison of proposed Optimized 2D-DWT (5/3) architecture with existing
one is given in Table 10. It is observed that the proposed approach is designed by
replacing multipliers by shifters and adders which in turn reduces the combinational
delay, improves computing time and significantly reduces hardware complexity [41].
Therefore, the maximum frequency of operation achieved is 258.48MHz in Virtex-5
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Table 9 Performance for the FPGA (XC5LX110T-3FF1136) Implementation

Performance Optimized 2D-DWT Modified CORDIC Fingerprint recognition

Image size (pixels) 256 × 256 – 256 × 256

Number of slice registers 301 32 34,804

Number of slice LUTs 9424 380 41,249

LUT-FF pairs 229 16 18,428

Number of DSP48Es 0 0 40

Clock rate (MHz) 258.358 1084.952 56.686

Table 10 Comparison of various 2D-DWT architectures

Structure Processing
image size
(pixels)

Multipliers Shifters Adders Computing time

Andra et al. [3] N × N 4 0 8 N2/2

Barua et al. [5] N × N 4 0 8 N2/2

Liao et al. [25] N × N 4 0 8 N2

Wu and Chen [42] N × N 16 0 16 N2/2

Proposed N × N 0 12 12 N2/2

Table 11 Hardware comparison of proposed and existing 2D-DWT

Parameters Darji et al. [11] Reddy and
Srikanth [34]

Sowmya et al.
[38]

Proposed method

Board Virtex-5 Spartan 3 Virtex-2 Virtex-5

(XC5VLX110T) (XC3S500) (XC2VP300) (XC5VLX110T)

Number of slice registers 633 2649 832 301

Number of fully used FF pairs – 3343 643 229

Number of DSP48Es 6 3 2 0

FPGA. In addition, the hardware cost is decreased drastically and provides efficient
and optimized hardware architecture compared to existing techniques presented in
[10,23].

The hardware performance parameters of proposed Optimized 2D-DWT archi-
tecture are also compared with existing architectures in terms of hardware resource
utilizations with the architectures presented by Darji et al. [11], Reddy and Srikanth
[34] and Sowmya et al. [38]. The performance parameters are better in the case of
proposed 2D-DWT architecture compared to existing 2D-DWT architectures, and cor-
responding values are given in Table 11. In proposedOptimized 2D-DWTarchitecture,
only add and shift operations are used; hence, results are improved.
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5.2.2 Modified CORDIC

The hardware parameters of proposed Modified CORDIC architecture are also com-
pared with existing architectures in terms of hardware recourses utilizations with the
architectures presented by Liu et al. [26], Xilinx IP Core [43] and Yasodai and Ram-
prasad [46]. The performance parameters are better in the case of proposed Modified
CORDIC architecture compared to existing CORDIC architectures, and correspond-
ing values are given in Table 12. In proposed Modified CORDIC architecture, only
add, shift and preprocessing operations are used; hence, results are improved.

5.2.3 Fingerprint Recognition System

The maximum operating frequency estimated using FPGA for the proposed algorithm
and existing algorithm presented in Table 13. Comparing with previous related work,
the proposed results are better with respect to different aspects.

In [2], authors presentedfingerprint recognition systemusing rectangular gridwhich
is based on binary operator with higher-order computation. The architecture is imple-
mented onVirtex-4 (XC4VFX12)FPGAwith embedded sensor using adhocnetworks.

In [14], authors presented an hardware–software co-design of fingerprint recogni-
tion system. The coprocessors were used to speed up the execution time of algorithm.
The ARM processor along with coprocessor limits the speed of the entire system. In
our proposedmethod, direct computation of 1D-DWTLband coefficients are obtained
which are pipelined to 2D-DWT to obtain LL band coefficients which increases the
operating frequency.

In [15], authors proposed a solution of fingerprint recognition using combination
of ARM and FPGA. The use of full FPGA reconfiguration in our proposed method
using Virtex-5 with SRAM is better in speed compared to reconfiguration latencies
achieved using combination of ARM and FPGA (EPXA10 DDR).

In [29], author presented dedicated IP module for fingerprint recognition systems
which extracts singular points from the convex cores of fingerprint. In our method,
the architecture is built using LUTs which extracts frequency based on features.

Table 12 Hardware comparison of proposed and existing CORDIC

Parameters Liu et al. [26] Xilinx CORDIC
IP core [43]

Yasodai and Ram-
prasad [46]

Proposed method

Board Spartan 3 Virtex-5 Virtex-5 Virtex-5

(XC3S500) (XC5VLX110T) (XC5VLX110T) (XC5VLX110T)

Number of slice registers 1520 1670 520 32

Number of slice LUTs 2986 3166 899 373

Number of flip-flops 2938 3223 936 32

Number used as logics – – 494 371

Total angle range 0◦–90◦ 0◦–360◦ 0◦–90◦ 0◦–360◦
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Table 13 Hardware comparison of proposed and existing fingerprint recognition systems

References Board Techniques Maximum fre-
quency (MHz)

Alilla et al. [2] Virtex-4 (XC4VFX12) Rectangular
grid

25

Fons et al. [14] Altera (EPXA10) Mean square
orientation

16

Fons et al. [15] Altera (ARM+FPGA) HW/SW
co-design

50

Martinez-Rodriguez et al. [29] – QFingerMap
extraction

48

Proposed method Virtex-5 (XC5VLX110T) Optimized 5/3
DWT and
Modified
CORDIC
based FFT

56.68

Limitations: There exist some limitations in the proposedmethod despite the improve-
ment of speed as it requires off-chip storage and also theDSPblocks are used to perform
multiplication which increases area requirements.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, fingerprint-based biometric system using Optimized 5/3 DWT archi-
tecture and Modified CORDIC based FFT is proposed. The Optimized 1D-DWT
architecture is designed using modified low-pass and high-pass FIR filter equations
which is used to build the Optimized 2D-DWT architecture with the help of memory
unit and novel controller unit to generate LL band coefficients of fingerprint images.
Further, the LL band Coefficients were applied to Modified CORDIC based FFT
architecture which in turn generates the final features of images. The features of test
fingerprint were compared with features of images in the database using Euclidean
Distance to obtain optimized results.
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